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’twain, and after apencling about ten minutes in his efforts to
,-do so he succeeded in accomplishing his purpose, uncording
at the same time an indication of the great muscular
strength of the hand and wrist. He failed in doing this
4Lt Sandhurst. In order to illustrate the development of
the muscles of the back he took a short length of
,circular indiarubber of about an inch or more in diameter
and fitted with handles. This, on being previously passed
’round the audience, could hardly be stretched by four cadets
,pulling at each end. Sandow, however, taking hold of the
,handles and turning his back to the audience, stretched the
,indiarubber across the back of his neck until his arms
were extended at right angles to his body. The action
,of the muscles of the back caused them to look, as

it was remaiked, like snakes coiling and uncoiling
themselves under his skin. In order to show his weight-
lifting power he used a bar-bell weighing 270lbs., which
one of the strongest sergeants of the academy had only
succeeded in lifting from the ground by the use of his body
as well as his arms. Taking the bar-bell in the centre Sandow
allowed it to swing, as it were, by its own weight across his
.shoulder, from which position he slowly raised it upwards to
.arm’s length above the shoulder. An arrangement was then
shown for exercising the adductor muscles of the leg. It
’consisted of two upright posts and pieces of india-rubber,
which are hooked to them and to straps which fasten round
the leg just above the knee. The performer sits in a chair
between the posts and tries to press the knees together by ex-
tending the indiarubber. A cadet who had tried the apparatus
.could with great effort just do this with three pieces of india-
rubber connecting his legs with the posts. Sandow, having
attached one more piece of indiarubber on each side, which
was all that was available, opened and closed his knees with
the utmost ease and without any apparent effort. With
the view of showing his gymnastic agility, Sandow very
neatly turned a somersault at the close of the performance.
His personal eqnation, as compared with that taken on

the previous assumption, may be represented as 50. It
is scarcely necessary to add that, with cadets for an

.audience, Sandow did not lack applause and that there
is at present a "great run " on all the light dumb-
bells at the Royal Military Academy. The clemonstra-
tion is, as we have said already, chiefly interesting
from an anatomical and physiological point of view, and
we have not attempted to discuss the merits of this

system from the standpoint of military training and hygiene.
The advantages of out-door exercises and sports-in the way
of fresh air, emulation, pleasurable excitement and variety-
over more systematic and exact methods of physical training
need not be stated, for they are obviously on the side of the

former.

COLOUR VISION.

THE report presented to the Royal Society by the Com-
mittee on Colour Vision is both interesting and important.
The committee held no less than thirty meetings and examined
more than 500 individuals as to their colour vision. They
also took the evidence of various officials connected with
marine and railway work, as well as of several surgeons and
experts in testing for colour vision. The results of such an
exhaustive inquiry are of the highest importance, and seeing
that the conclusions at which the committee arrived have as
a natural corollary the framing of certain recommendations
with reference to the examination of individuals in whom,
for efficient work in their various posts, good colour vision is

a necessity, it is to be expected that their labours will have
important practical results.
The report deals in the first place with the nature of colour

vision, and a short and succinct account is given of the Young-
Helmholtz theory of colour vision and of that of Hering. The
’defects ill the ordinary forms of colour blindness are described
and also those defects which arise in consequence of disease
or injury. The dangers from mistaking signals likely to arise
from these defects are pointed ont ; and while it is stated that
no direct evidence had come before the committee
showing that accidents on land or water have been
conclusively traced to such defects, yet the absence
of such conclusive evidence does not disprove the high
probability that such accidents have really occurred in

consequence of such defects. It is evident that every colour-
blind person employed in certain capacities afloat and on
shore must be a source of public danger, and one significant
fact is stated showing the probability-that some years
ago at least a considerable number of sailors were em-

ployed who were defective in their colour vision. The fact
referred to is the existence of colour blindness in 4 per cent.
of the orphan children of sailors on training ships. As
it is well known that colour blindness is to a large
extent hereditary, it may be assumed as more than probable
that a considerable number of the fathers of these orphans
suffered from this defect ; and the unsatisfactory nature of
the tests officially adopted by the Board of Trade for colour
testing of the Marine service does not lessen this probability.
It is, however, satisfactory to find that the different tests

employed in the Royal Navy are regarded by the committee
as most efficient.
The chief recommendations as stated in the letter of Lord

Rayleigh, chairman of the committee, are that the Board of
Trade or some central authority should schedule certain em-
ployments in the mercantile marine and on railways, the

filling of which by persons whose vision is defective, either
for colour or form, or who are ignorant of the names of
colours, would involve danger to life or property, and that
the proper testing of all candidates for such employ-
ment should be compulsory. This testing should be
entrusted to examiners certificated by the central authority,
the test to be used for colour vision being that of Holmgren
(the sets of wools to be approved by the central authority),
and the tests for form those of Snellen. A certificate of the
candidate’s colour vision and form vision should be given by
the examiner, and lists sent annually to the central authority
showing the results and stating the nature of the employments
for which examinations were held ; while rejected candidates
may have the right of appeal to an expert approved by the
central authority, whose decision should be final. If, how-
ever, a candidate whose colour vision is normal is rejected
for naming colours wrongly, it is recommended that he should
be allowed to be re-examined after a proper interval of time.
Re-examination of persons filling the scheduled employ-
ments is suggested every third year or oftener, as well as

periodical inspection of the tests and the mode of examination
at the different testing stations. The committee also recom-
mended that the coloured lights for ships and for lamp signals
on the railway should, as far as possible, be uniform, the
colours adopted being those of the green and red sealed pattern
glasses of the Royal Navy ; and that in the case of judicial
inquiries regarding collisions or accidents witnesses giving
evidence as to the nature or position of coloured signals
or lights should themselves be tested for colour and form
vision The immense importance of the subject is evident,
and the practical and thorough nature of the suggested
measures must recommend them to everyone.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT.

REPORTS OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.

Margate Urban District.-Margate claims a low death-rate
for 1891-namely, 11’4 per 1000 of the permanent popu-
lation. The zymotic rate was also as low as 0-5 per 1000,
and since there were no Margate deaths in the sanatorium,
which is outside the area of Margate borough, the record is
noteworthy. The hospital was, however, systematically used,
63 patients being sent in. The establishment is by no means
a satisfactory one, and Mr. Scatliff hopes that some arrange-
ment will soon be made between the several Isle of Thanet
authorities to provide themselves with a more suitable set of
hospital buildings. Measles is not notifiable in Margate, but
its notification is urged oh the ground that school restrictions
could be utilised to stay the spread of the disease. In
connexion with the current sanitary work it is satisfactory to
read that all the remaining wells discoverable on private
premises, twenty-seven in number, have been closed.

Leicester Urban District.-The late Dr. Tomkins com-
menced this report, and it was completed by Mr. H. J.

Blakesley, F. R. C. S. During 1891 the general death-rate was


